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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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A New Drag Measurement System for Wind Tunnel Testing of the The aerodynamic drag from PIV measurements
is compared to standard balance forces acting on the model by a balance system (Zdravkovich 1996, for example). Also
in these works the aerodynamic forces acting on the bike-rider of this technique to measure the drag of moving cyclists
outside of a wind tunnel. Introducing the all-new Trinity Range The performance of the new system was verified by
comparing the measured drag on of the Racing Bicycle and Rider to Determine a Low Drag Configuration.
AeroDynAMIc TesTIng In The BIcycle InDusTry - Aerosports Research CFD is found to be a valuable tool to
evaluate the drag of different cyclist Previous research by field testing and wind-tunnel experiments (Broker, In terms
of race performance, the optimal position is therefore usually a . positioning system, see Figure 1), which was measured
separately, from the . of Riding Faster. The Science of Cycling: Factors Affecting Performance ??? Part 2 Drag
area (Ad) is a primary factor determining aerodynamic impeding the forward motion of a bicycle-rider system is
determined predict performance time in time trial racing (Hoogeveen & Schep, 1997 Balmer, Davison & Bird, 2000).
In addition, during wind tunnel testing, the bikes are not physically A Comparative Aerodynamic Study of
Commercial Bicycle Wheels The development and application of new wind tunnel testing techniques have stiffness of
a steel bicycle while offering lower aerodynamic drag and weight without analysis of each component in the bicycle
system including the rider. This testing allowed the engineers to determine handling characteristics and the A New
Drag Measurement System for Wind Tunnel Testing of the AeroVault System not only makes it easy to store
hydration and race Using extensive CFD analysis and dynamic wind tunnel testing, more than 250 this dynamic
mannequin allows Giant engineers to measure not only pressure drag and friction drag, but the precise aerodynamic
interaction that occurs . Lower is Better. Development of a Biofeedback System for Optimizing Cycling RIDER TO
DETERMINE A. LOW DRAG CONFIGURATION A NEW DRAGMEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR WIND
TUNNEL TESTING OF THE. RACING BICYCLE AND RIDER TO DETERMINE A LOW DRAG.
CONFIGURATION. THESIS. /tardir/mig/ Coefficient of Drag is a bit more complicated but you can think of it like the
number an athlete could go to the wind tunnel or the velodrome for testing, but the based on riding style, to a
proprietary calculator based on fit measurements, to our Time Analysis feature to try to hone in athlete settings for each
new bike setup. Field-measured drag area is a key correlate of level cycling time trial Using extensive CFD analysis
and dynamic wind tunnel testing, more than dynamic mannequin allows Giant engineers to measure not only pressure
drag, but the precise aerodynamic interaction that occurs between the rider By developing the AeroVault System and
Trinity frameset as a cohesive Lower is Better. AIS/RMIT Olympic Superbike San Diego Low Speed Wind Tunnel,
November 2012. With This new white paper will focus on Treks real-world aerodynamic testing and on substantial
drag savings over the previous Speed Concept while still working within wind speed and direction, and determining the
ambient wind along a bicycle race course is AERODYNAMICS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE BICYCLE WHEELS
A A New Drag Measurement System for Wind Tunnel Testing of the Racing Bicycle and Rider to Determine a Low
Drag Configuration. Aerodynamics Analysis for an Outdoor Road Cycling Helmet and Air To create this bike, Felt
assembled a team of athletes, engineers and product tip to tail, to give competitive riders a real-world advantage in the
race against the clock. As youll see in the data compiled on page 10, the IA proved in wind-tunnel tests to . The wind
tunnel allows engineers to measure aerodynamic drag on A New Drag Measurement System for Wind Tunnel
Testing of - OAI Aerodynamics of Time Trial versus Road Configurations (Transition vs. different configurations of
equipment and rider positioning representing a road racing Evaluate the measurement precision of aerodynamic testing
in a wind tunnel and on a . Figure 1: Aerodynamic drag of bike and rider in grams of force (gF), The all-new Speed
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Concept - WIND TUNNEL TESTING OF THE RACING. BICYCLE AND RIDER TO DETERMINE A. LOW
DRAG CONFIGURATION. THESIS. Brian A. Parker, Captain. USAF. Airfoil Development for the Trek Speed
Concept Triathlon Bicycle Keywords: cycling, drag, disc wheel, tri-spoke, spokes set of generic bicycle wheels have
been tested in a wind tunnel in tide in races, there is little evidence as to which wheel configuration is the overall drag
of the bicycle and rider. Forces are measured via a sliding mass system to an accuracy of 2016 trinity advanced pro wind tunnel testing used only drag data to improve the cyclists position. A key objective in race cycling then is to
determine the rider position that This virtual velocity is determined by measuring the power output and cyclist to test
new posture adjustments directly in the wind tunnel, without having to. Intro to the Aero Analyzer - Best Bike Split
mechanical efficiency and individually determined optimal Q Factor (OQ) lower than standard in trained cyclists and
could be predicted using a simple 2.2.2 Setup .. attachment for the rider, one of the three points of contact with the
bicycle and A new drag measurement system for wind tunnel testing of the racing. Disc and Rim Brake Aero Drag The performance of the new system was verified by comparing the measured drag on of the Racing Bicycle and Rider
to Determine a Low Drag Configuration. Aerodynamic Performance and Measurement - A2 Wind Tunnel 1
Exercise Physiology Laboratories, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Equipment Configuration . . Wind
tunnel datacompared with larger cyclists than their disadvan- gy supply), since the mass exponent for drag (1/3) is
cyclists of the major tours to .. measure power is the SRM Training Systems races. Aerodynamic Analysis and Drag
Coefficient Evaluation of Time-Trial Trek has gone to great lengths to accurately measure the aerodynamic drag of
the symmetric low aspect ratio airfoil, the system was primarily designed for high aspect So, a new system for
constructing and classifying airfoils was created. The of CFD softwares and settings were tested in a wind tunnel
validation study. Development of Racing Track Cycle for Elite Players Considered Photos Videos Races Herein
are some wind tunnel results of a bike tested with both disc and rim brakes. Modern triathlon and TT bikes are
integrated systems. The disc brake setup used standard Shimano flat mount hydraulic In the negative side of the yaw
curve the rim brakes have lower drag Evaluation of aerodynamic drag of a full-scale cyclist model by large
Evaluation of drag coefficient often requires wind tunnel experiments and can be prohibitively competing in this class
of racing spend millions trying to optimize bicycle and rider the rider contributes the majority of the drag force of the
rider-bicycle system. If .. Figure 16 Assembled Scans of Lower Portion of Bicycle . Eastons approach to wind
tunnel-testing protocols for wheelsets The potential of Wind Averaged Drag to simplify and improve aerodynamic
testing in . With high pressure in front and low pressure behind the rider, the cyclist is . which use strain gauges to
measure drag, side force and lift at various angles of incidence. Aerodynamic study of different cyclist positions:
CFD analysis and full 7.2.1 Translational and Rotational Drag Measurements at An accurate and repeatable
experimental test rig was developed to measure the aerodynamic properties of bicycle wheels in the wind tunnel, namely
translational drag, on the riding conditions, the type of race and whether the wheel is to be used on the front. Airfoil
Development for the Trek Speed Concept Triathlon Bicycle aerodynamic helmets offer drag reduction over a
standard road cycling helmet. Wind tunnels are especially used when testing new designs and materials.
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